
Dan and Mo wild and free- Additional resources- Gap 2012 
 
PlainText – free word processing app for iPad – link to dropbox 
 
Announcify – add on for Chrome Browser – reads aloud articles on websites 
 
Paperport Anywhere – free online document storage – accessible from any 
device/browser – can take pictures of docs, saves as pdf, upload files - 
http://www.paperport.com/anywhere/  
 
http://www.abcteach.com/directory_home.php - free downloadable classroom resources 
 
Buttonbeats - http://www.buttonbeats.com/ free online music creator – ads on page, ok 
for older students 
 
http://www.tony-b.org/ - free online music creator – keyboard shortcuts accessible 
 
www.filelab.com – free web based video & audio editor 
 
www.epubbud.com  – convert files to ePub ebooks for Android, iPad, computers 
 
Bookbuilder – http://bookbuilder.cast.org/ - free online eBook creator. Record audio 
files, download book, books run in computer web browser off-line.  
 
Magic Scroll eBook Reader – Chrome app – allows you to open ePub eBooks in 
Chrome web browser 
 
Socrative – www.socrative.com free student response (quiz) program, create and run 
from any device with internet access – iPad & Android App also 
eQuizzer – www.equizzer.com free student response (quiz) program, create online, run 
from any device with internet access 
 
Free online graphing tools - http://nces.ed.gov/nceskids/  
 
Google Drive – iPad, Android, computer app – access, edit Google Docs account, store 
files – www.drive.google.com  
 
Simple Transfer Lite – iPad app – wifi photo transfer from iPad to computer  
 
SpokenLayer – iPad app, reads aloud articles from a variety of sources from Associated 
Press to Tech Crunch 
 
VizWiz – free iPhone app – take picture, record sound with image, send to e-mail 
address in contacts list for response, view responses 
 
ASL Signed music videos - http://www.d-pan.org/ 



 
 
Described and Captioned Media Program - http://www.dcmp.org – described and 
captioned video 
 
Showbie - www.showbie.com - free online account (class/teacher/student) post 
homework assignments, upload files including PPT, Word, images, video, files from 
other applications such as Boardmaker, for students to open, ability to comment on 
students work, free iPad App 
 
Hot Potatoes - http://hotpot.uvic.ca/ - create free quizzes, saved files can be opened 
and run in a web browser 
 
Free apps: 
iPad apps – Talking Series from Out Fit 7 Ltd: Talking Tom Cat, Talking Tom & Ben 
News, Talking Pierre the Parrot, Talking Ginger 
 
Worksystem Only views horizontal. Can’t change font size. A written schedule, 

words can be changed, each activity then can be broken down to 
mini schedules. A bright green check mark appears when touch 
complete. You can have a timer at bottom to let you know how long 
you have to complete that mini schedule 

NowWhat Type in all events like a schedule with times. It will show on the 
screen in order. When something is complete it turns green. 

VisTimer Free You can change the time you want for the timer, there can be a 
finished sound, ear warning sound and change the color. 

Wunderlist Task manager. Can place in cloud, email or view on a PC. Can 
sheck off when completed.  

myHomework (free app) for students 13 years or older. Password protected. You 
can enter your class schedule, teacher name, room number, etc.  

Functional Math 

Bills&Coins Can choose different levels, if you want to solve problems with coins 
or coins and bills. There are multiple different activities. 

Counting Money Can do practice activities, assessments, get scores, get grades, time 
activities, and choose level. 

Telling time Only works horizontal. This can be a little difficult for there is not a 
number key board to choose numbers from. You would click “add 
minute” or “minus minutes”. 

Clocks This is simply a full screen view of multiple different clocks that you 
can flip though to choose what you want. You can also shrink it or 
stretch it on the screen. However this is the only thing that can then 
be viewed on the screen. 4.00 

CheckbookFree This has many steps in the process of learning to save, spend and 
balance a check book. 



telling time digital can pick 1-10 clocks to choose from. A voice says the time and then 
you tap the correct the choice. You can have a "hint" which is the 
time to match to as well. You can customize sounds and items and 
what type of times are displayed (like by the hour, half hour, minutes, 
etc).  

Spin Calculator Only Horizontal. Once a math problem is typed into the calculator a 
voice reads it and says the answer, however the answer does not 
show up on the display. 

free GraCalc this scientific calculator graphs occassions, converts units, and so 
much more.   

calc pro HD 10 powerful calculators with 10 financial worksheets and many 
different languages.  

Just Numbers Learn, write, sort, and count 1-20. Nice voice and nice visuals. 

Virtual manipulatives Drag and drop wholes or fractions as small as 1/12 in order to work 
problems. Fractions, decimals, percents 

Math Kid If you get the math problem incorrect it then gives you a visual but if 
you get it incorrect again it does not allow for correction.  You can 
choose from +,-,x, or division. The hint or the visual can be turned on 
or off. You can choose what reward pictures show up. 

Fraction Basic Video lessons about fractions. Robotic voice. 

Pizza Fractions Shows a piece of pizza and you have to choose what percent of 
whole pizza that it is. If you get the answer incorrect there is a beep 
sound and the pizza man shakes his head. To go to a new problem 
you shake the IPAD. You can choose difficulty level. 

BasicFraction There are multiple different exercises with fractions: identify, 
compare, reduce, find x, -, + or divide fractions. 

Hungry Fish 
fish graphics, feed the fish by dragging the correct number asked. 
You can do math problems or just numbers. You can switch the type 
of fish and the color.  

Math Puppy 
you get to pick what puppy you want to be, what type of math 
problems you will do (free only has minus), and difficulty level.  

Toddler math 

there is a timer, you pick the correct answer to simple math 
problems, there is a buzzer when the answer is incorrect, and it 
cheers when you get the correct answer 

On the spot 

Math tutor  where you can choose from hundreds of video lessons 
and topics from Grade 6 to Algebra 2. More than 1400 available 
videos organized, with over 100 topics covering algebra, geometry, 
numbers and operations, statistics, probability, and much more. Fully 
aligned to the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics . 
English and Spanish.  

Splash math. (Grade 4 
math, grade 2 math) 

graph answers, tells how many worksheets were complete, identifies 
areas that need attention, there is also feedback for correct and 
incorrect answers.  



math snacks 

Math Snacks are short animations and mini-games designed to 
present mathematics in a very different way. Math Snacks principles 
relate to the core mathematics concepts that students should know 
and be able to do in grades 6, 7 and 8. Each lesson has 
accompanying print materials can assist learners in applying their 
conceptual understanding to additional math activities and problems 

ElevatedMath 

Elevated Math is a compilation of 173 award-winning instructional 
lessons that have been grouped into various bundles to offer math 
education for various grade levels and college entrance exams. Each 
lesson contains between 13 and 45 minutes of quality animation to 
guide students towards understanding and solving math concepts 
and problems 

Sushi monster 

There is music, audio feedback for correct or incorrect answers, and 
a timer that all can be turned on or off. The free version only has one 
level for addition and one for multiplication.  

Educreations Create and share great video lessons  

Match it up to 1 

Bright colorful graphics, click and drag to match pictures. When try to 
match an incorrect picture the picture goes back to where it started 
and there is a little sound. This App matches identical items. 

Match it up 2 

Bright colorful graphics, click and drag to match pictures. When try to 
match an incorrect picture the picture goes back to where it started 
and there is a little sound. This App matches the other half of an 
picture or matches a picture with the outline of the picture.  

Match it up 3 

Bright colorful graphics, click and drag picture. When try to match an 
incorrect picture the picture goes back to where it started and there 
is a little sound. This app matches two items that are related to each 
other.  

Matching Jobs 

There is a character at the bottom of the page with a talking bubble 
stating what this person does. This app will also read this out loud. 
Then drag the character to the correct vehicle, building or item that 
this person uses in their job. If the character is dragged to the 
incorrect picture then there is a sigh and the picture goes back to 
where it began. If the match is correct then there is clapping and 
then there is another statement about this job.  The free version only 
has a total of 9 opportunities.  

MatchTheSame 

Food and colors is free. For the food section it is matching a real 
photo of items to a chartoon like picture of the same item. A child 
says what the item is when it is correct. There is a "bong" sound 
when the incorrect picture is dragged. For the color section it is 
matching a color spot with an itme that is of this color. If the child 
waits too long the two correct pictures shake.  

Dogs HD 

This game is just like the memory game. You turn of 2 cards at a 
time looking for a match. If they are not a match they turn back over 
and you try again with another two until you have matched them all. 
If you make a match the cards disappear.  



Match animals  

this is just like a memory game, however this is timed and the written 
word for each animal shows up on the bottom of the screen as well 
and the sound of the . You can change the grid and the amount of 
cards displayed from 4 to 20. You can turn sounds on or off. You can 
also "shake to shuffle" on or off. Once a match is made then the 
pictures stay up and get the same color around the outside to show 
that they are matches. This also gives you a score.  

ABA- What does not 
belong 

4 figures show up on a screen and a voice says "which one does not 
belong?". If the correct one is chosen then a voice says "yes" or 
"yeah" or "hooray" and if the incorrect one is chosen then a sound is 
made. Also when correct a green check goes on the item. The 
differences can be: color, shape, type, size.  

ABA- emotions (alligator 
apps) 

Sound can be turned on or off.  The timing can be changed. The play 
mode can be changed: words then flash cards, words then images, 
images then words, words only, and images only. There are also 4 
different games that can be played. Flashcards can be customized. 
Font and color can be changed. This is awesome! There are lots of 
features! 

PCS Sign Language Flash 
Cards 

The free version is the text of ABC, numbers, and colors. You can 
put text labels on or off, voice on or off 

ABC touch  (grasshopper 
apps)  

There are many components that can be changed: sound, displaying 
a hint, minimum and maximum items displayed, and customize the 
actual items. This is a great app with many features! 

Color Slapps 

There are three levels. The number of turns can be 5 or 10, question 
prompts can be turned on or off, and sounds and visuals can be 
turned on or off.  

SocialSkills (social skill 
builders)  

There are 4 different stories: My School Day, Preschool Playtime, 
School Rules, My Community. Within each story there is only social 
story available in the free version. The social stories are videos of 
real students. At the end of the video there are questions with 
multiple choice answers. Many questions have multiple correct 
answers.  

Emotions (grasshopper 
apps)  

The sound, label and animation can be turned on or off. The 
concepts being taught can be chosen. Multiple can be chosen at 
once. A hint can be turned on or off. Maximum or minimum number 
of choices can be indicated. Customize pictures. You can record 
your own voice. each time the child gets three correct in a row then it 
goes to the next level of difficulty. When the child gets the answer 
incorrect for 2 consecutive then it goes down a level. The pictures 
are real people.  

Soc Ex Lite 

A cartoon video in regards to a hidden social skill. There are 
questions throughout video. If the student gets the answer incorrect 
there are more clues. There are also teacher tips as to what to say.  

AutismXpress 

This app provides a display of faces with different expressions. If a 
child chooses one it is animated and makes sounds as to how that 
emotion would look.  



Picture Board 

A talking picture board. There is a main board with about 60 category 
pictures. After choosing a category there are pictures within that has 
well. When a picture is touched then a voice says what the picture is. 
There is an option to change the back ground color. There are also 
tests that can be completed in each category. These tests include 
asking you to find a certain picture out of a group of pictures. The 
pictures are mostly real photos.  

VoiceSymbol 

There are many categories to choice from (animals, career, clothes, 
family, food, places, school, sports, transportation, home, music, 
health and places. Each category has many pictures. There are 
multiple settings to change in regards to access. There are also 
many different languages to choose from. There is also a 
communication board that is dynamic. 

ChoiceBoard Creator 

When creating a choice board the choice the following components 
are choices: number of boxes/choices, box size, downloaded 
images, a reward sound, and a "correct" indicator. This is nice to use 
for a child to make a choice of what they are working for, what 
activity them want to do, who they want to work with, what is wrong, 
etc. This is a nice app  

SmallTalk Daily Activities 
Can choose a male or a female voice. There are pre recorded basic 
message and pictures. 

PicCardMaker 

can take a picture or add a picture from albums. You can record a 
voice with the picture as well. You can save pictures within an album.  
You can print, email, put on facebook. 

Motor 

Poke Me! (pencil bot kids)  

When you poke the monster on the screen it makes sound and 
moves. You can feed the monster; make it walk by dragging your 
finger, change the background by tapping monster.  

Scoops  

The child has to choose ice cream to place on top of the cone and 
not the veggies. Tilt the device to move the cone to catch the ice 
cream. Catching similar colors gets more points and rainbow scopps 
get extra points. Tap the screen to pause. This version also has the 
same concept with a hamburger.  

Art of Glow 

This has a welcome demo. Some of the features that can be 
changed are : shape, color, amount, size, speed, blink, and more. 
This continues to move and light up even when not touching 

Finer Sketch Paint 

Can change colors. Works better with stylus, although can use 
finger. The paint feature is the most visible when you use your finger 
to draw. Can clear a drawing and start all over. Can save, save to 
photos, and/or email.  

Doodle Buddy 

Can save drawing, email drawing, save to photo album. Has sounds. 
Can earn doodle bucks to buy features. There are backgrounds to 
choose from. Can type, change font and change colors. This is a 
nice app.  



Kid Paint 

Can choose a paint brush, fill, stamp, eraser, backgrounds,. You can 
use backgrounds or upload a photo for a back ground. There is a 
feature to make curved lines, perfect straight line, box, circles, delete 
last item or add back last item. You can save your created art and/or 
email it. This is a nice app. 

SplatterHD  
use finger to draw. Can change colors. Does leave a "splatter" 
around the lines drawn. Can save picture.  

 


